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REASONING 

 
Directions (1–5):Read the following information carefully 
and answer the questions following it. 
Twelve persons are going for different movies. The 
persons are A, B, C, D, E, F, P, Q, R, S, T and U. The movies 
are the mask, Ironman, Superman, Avengers, Dark night 
rises and Unbreakable. There are some different colours. 
viz. blue, green, yellow, beige, pink and white. Each movie 
and each colouris liked by only two persons. 
A, B, Q, R, T and U are the only males in the group. Females’ 
like the movie which names starts with consonant whereas 
males’ like the movie which names starts with vowel. 
A and B likes same movie. C is not going with D. E does not 
like Unbreakable and likes yellow colour. The persons 
going for Ironman and Avengers does not like bluecolour. 
The pink colour is liked by the person going to watch the 
movie name starts with consonant but it is not Superman. 
F likes Dark night rises and going with D. P’s partner is not 
S. The person likes blue colour is going for movie which 
names starts with Vowel. R likes green colour whereas D 
likes white colour. S does not going to watch Superman. T’s 
favorite colouris blue.the person who is going for Ironman 
does not like Green colour. 
1. Who among the following is like pink colour? 

(a) E and S  (b) C and S (c) P and C 
(d) Data inadequate (e) none of these 

2. Who among the following are going to watch 
Superman? 
(a) P and C  (b) P and E (c) C and E 
(d) Data inadequate (e) none of these 

3. Which Movie watched by A and B? 
(a) Ironman  (b) Avengers (c) Unbreakable 
(d) Data inadequate (e) none of these 

4. Which of the following statements is/are definitely 
true? 
I.  U is the partner of T. 
II.  Q is the partner of T. 
III.  R is the partner of Q. 
IV.  U is the partner of R. 
(a) Only I  (b) Only II (c) Only III 
(d) Both I and III (e) None 

5. Which of the following statements is/are definitely 
false? 
I.  A and B are likes Yellow colour. 
II.  Q is likes either blue or green colour. 
III.  C is likes pink colour. 
IV.  U is going to watch Ironman. 
(a) None  (b) Only IV (c) Only I and IV 
(d) Only II and IV (e) All are true 

Directions (6-10):In these questions symbols ©, #, , $ 
and @ are used with different meanings as follows: 
‘M © N’ means ‘M is smaller than N’ 
‘M # N’ means ‘M is either smaller than or equal to N’ 
‘M  N’ means ‘M is greater than N’  

‘M $ N’ means ‘M is either greater than or equal to N’ 
‘M @ N’ means ‘M is neither smaller than nor greater than 
N’ 
In each of the following questions assuming the given 
statements to be true, find out which of the two 
conclusions I and II given below them is/are definitely 
true. Give answer  

(a) if only conclusions I is true.  
(b) if only conclusions II is true.  
(c) if either conclusions I or conclusion II is true.  
(d) if neither conclusions I nor conclusions II is true.  
(e) if both conclusions I and II are true. 

6. Statements : V # S, S © L, L© J 
 Conclusions: I. V© L  II. S © J  
7. Statements : M # R, R © J, J # H 
 Conclusions: I. M # H  II. R © H 
8. Statements : H $ F, F @ G, G  M 
 Conclusions:I. H  M  II. H  G 
9. Statements : R © J, J  T, T # L 
 Conclusions: I. R @ T  II. J @ L  
10. Statements : W @ T, T $ K, K  F 
 Conclusions: I. W $ K  II. W @ K 
Directions (11-15): Study the following information 
carefully and answer the given questions. 
Eight Persons, A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a 
circular table facing the centre but not necessarily in the 
same order. Each one of them likes different games viz. 
Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Cricket, Badminton, Rugby, 
Shooting and Swimming. 
A sits third to right of the person who likes Swimming. 
Only two people sit between the person who likes 
Swimming and H. The persons who like the Badminton 
and the Basketball are immediate neighbours of each 
other. Neither A nor H likes Badminton or Basketball. The 
one who likes Badminton is not an immediate neighbour of 
the person who likes Swimming. The person who likes 
Football sits second to left of E.E is not an immediate 
neighbour of H. The person who likes Football is an 
immediate neighbour of both the persons who like Rugby 
and Shooting. The person who likes Shooting sits third to 
right of B. B does not likes Badminton. C sits to the 
immediate right of the person who likes to play Volleyball. 
A does not likes Volleyball. F is not an immediate 
neighbour of A. G is not an immediate neighbour of the 
person who likes Football. 
11. Who amongst the following sits third to the left of E? 

(a) The one who likes Football 
(b) G  (c) A 
(d) The person who likes Shooting   
(e) B 

12. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way 
based on the given arrangement and thus form a 
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group. Which is the one that does not belong to that 
group? 
(a) F-Volleyball (b) G-Cricket (c) D-Football  
(d) A-Shooting (e) B-Swimming 

13. Who amongst the following is the person who likes 
Cricket? 
(a) A  (b) C  (c) H 
(d) G  (e) D 

14. Which of the following is TRUE with respect to the 
given seating arrangement? 
(a) The person who likes Rugby is an immediate 

neighbour of the Badminton 
(b) G sits second to right of D 
(c) The one who likes Rugby and the Basketball are 

immediate neighbours of each other 
(d) The person who likes Volleyball sits to the 

immediate left of the person who likes Swimming 
(e) The one who likes Rugby sits second to the left of 

D 
15. Which of the following games does B likes? 

(a) Volleyball (b) Football  
(c) Basketball  (d)Badminton (e) Shooting 

Directions (16– 20) Study the following information 
carefully to answer the given questions. 
A word and number arrangement machine when given an 
input line of words and numbers rearranges them 
following a particular rule in each step. The following is an 
illustration of an input and its rearrangement: 
Input: news 19 full 24 10 city gun 29 many 23 
Step I: 10 19 full 24 city gun 29 many 23 news 
Step II: 10 29 19 full 24 city gun 23 many news 
Step III: 10 29 24 19 full city 23 gun many news 
Step IV: 10 29 24 23 19 city full gun many news 
And Step IV is the last step of the above input. As per the 
rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the 
following questions the appropriate step for the given 
input. 
Input:vote 13 inn 54 16 air know 49 wonder 24 quick 

39 60 lucky 
16. What is the position of ‘know’ in Step III ? 

(a) Fifth from the right (b) Third from the left 
(c) Seventh from the right (d) Eighth from the right 
(e) None of these 

17. How many steps will be required to complete the 
arrangement of the above input? 
(a) Seven  (b) Six  (c) Eight 
(d) Five  (e) None of these 

18. In a certain way ‘air’ is related to ‘16’ in the last step. 
In the same way ‘60’ will be related to which of the 
following words/numbers? 
(a) inn  (b) vote  (c) wonder 
(d) lucky  (e) None of these 

19. What is the position of ‘lucky’ with respect to ‘39’ in 
Step V? 
(a) Seventh to the right (b) Third to the right 
(c) Fifth to the left  (d) Sixth to the left 
(e) None of these 

20. How many words/numbers are there between ‘inn’ 
and ‘quick’ in Step IV ? 
(a) Three  (b) Four  (c) Five 

(d) Six  (e) None of these 
Directions (21-25): A statement is given followed by 
three coruses of action. A course of action is taken for 
improvement, follow-up etc. Read the statement carefully 
and pick the correct answer choice. 
21. Statement: Tomorrow will be the first day of 

operation of Metro Railways for general public. No 
doubt a large number of people will turn up tomorrow 
to enjoy the facility of Metro Railways. 

 Courses of action: 
 I.   Metro authorities should seek additional police 

force. 
 II. Sightseers should be appealed to come only during 

non-peak hours. 
 III. All the windows for issuing tickets should be ready 

to issue tickets and entry of the people should be 
regulated to manageable limits. 
(a) Only I and II follow 
(b) Only II and III follow (c) Only I and III follow 
(d) All follow  (e) None of these 

22. Statement: About 125 Dalits, including 15 women and 
five children, of Sikhara village converted to 
Christianity during a special Christmas prayer. 
Courses of action: 
I.   All the 125 persons should be issued summons by 
the court. 
II.An FIR should be lodged against the concerned 
persons who converted these Dalits into Christians. 
III. A ritual bath ceremony should be organised to 
reconvert these Christians to Dalits. 
(a) None follow Only I and II follow  
(b) All follow Only II and III follow 
(c) None of these 

23. Statement: Three persons of an upper-caste family 
died of hunger in state X recently. 
Courses of action: 
I. A high-level inquiry should be made into 
irregularities in the listing of people under below 
poverty line (BPL) scheme. 
II.The remaining members of the family be enlisted 
under BPL scheme. 
III. A committee should be constituted to find out ways 
to restrict such deaths further as well as the 
circumstances which caused them hunger. 
(a) All follow   Only I and III follow  
(b) Only II and III follow  Only III follow 
(c) None of these 

24. Statement: “Despite the government’s continued 
efforts for the development of the Primitive Tribal 
Groups (PTGs) the progress made in relation to 
development of these groups ‘is negligible’.” __ A 
leader of PTGs of country X 
Courses of action: 
I.   Ministry of Tribal Affairs should collect authentic 
data of the PTG population in the country and conduct 
a tribewise benchmark of PTGs within a timeframe. 
II.Information, including PTGs’ social status, be 
gathered in a time-bound manner. 
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III. A rehabilitation programme should be launched to 
rehabilitate PTGs in their own areas and a Bill should 
be moved in the Parliament in this regard.  
(a) None follow  (b) All follow 
(c) Only I and III follow  (d) Only II and III follow 
(e) None of these 

25. Statement: Tourism in India is an industry with huge 
potential. But India’s share is very less in world’s total 
tourism sector. 
Courses of action: 
I. Tourism should be declared as an infrastructure 
industry.  
II. A committee should be constituted under the 
Ministry of Tourism to address the problems of 
tourism industry.  
III. Heritage monuments should be sold to a country 
which has better experience than India in this regard. 
(a) None follow  All follow   
(b) Only I and II follow  Only II and III follow 
(c) None of these 

Directions (26-30): Each of the questions below consists 
of a question and two statements      numbered I and II 
given below it. You have to decide whether the data 
provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the 
question. Read both the statements and give answer 
(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer 

the question, while the data in statement II alone are 
not sufficient to answer the question. 

(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to 
answer the question, while the data in statement I 
alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(c) if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II 
alone are sufficient to answer the question. 

(d) if the data in both statements I and II together are not 
sufficient to answer the question. 

(e) if the data in both statements I and II together are 
necessary to answer the question. 

26. Who among D, H, L, P and T is the tallest? 
 I. L is taller than H and P but not the tallest. 
 II. T is taller than D, who is taller than L, P and H. 
27. How many persons are there in the row in which P, Q 

and W are standing? 
 I. In the row there are four persons between P and Q  

and two persons between Q and W. 
 II. P and W are at the 14th and 16th positions 

respectively from the left end of the row whereas Q is 
at the 18th position from the right end of the row. 

28. What is the shortest distance between the cities 'X' 
and 'Y'? 

 I. The shortest distance between the two cities is 
more than 20 km but less than 23 km. 

 II. The shortest distance between the two cities is 
more than 21 km but less 24 km. 

29. What is the code for 'pen' in a code language? 
 I. In that code language "pen is costlier than pencil" is 

written as "atlmokntpsmopkrrzmnddnnx". 
 II. In that code language "pencil and pen" is written as 

"krrzmnuvwxoknt". 
30. 'L' is in which direction of 'M'? 

 I. L is to the South of K and K is to the North-West of 
M. 

 II. M is to the North of Z and Z is to the South-West of 
F, which is to the East of L. 

Directions (31-34): Study the following information 
carefully to answer the questions given below. 
Statement: Some preferences in India are based on 
patriarchal customs and traditions and the patrilineal form 
of inheritance, where the inheritance is obtained through 
the common male ancestors and the sons inherit more 
than the daughters. Among the Hindus, it is largely 
believed that only a son can light the funeral pyre and offer 
prayers to ancestors, that the son remains a part of the 
family whereas the daughter becomes a part of another 
family, that Kanyadaan (giving away of a daughter in 
marriage) is a necessary spiritual obligation, and that only 
a son can provide old-age security. 
31. Which of the following can be an assumption in the 

above passage? 
(a) India has a patriarchal society. 
(b) In Indian families, females are persecuted. 
(c) All the daughters are not given away in marriage. 
(d) Those families which beget no son face social 
opprobrium. 
(e) None of these 

32. Which of the following statements weakens the idea 
expressed in the above passage? 
(a) Today many girls in India are opting for love 
marriage. 
(b) Women in India are largely uneducated and 
backward in outlook. 
(c) Girls are highly educated and they have 
demolished most of the traditional myths that girls are 
inferior to boys. 
(d) There are still many pockets of India where 
discrimination against girls is rampant. 
(e) None of these 

33. Which of the following can be an inference from the 
above passage? 
(a) The traditions of the Hindus are very 
discriminatory against women as compared to what is 
in practice in other religions. 
(b) Kanyadaan is a mandatory process for all Hindu 
households. 
(c) There are many customs and traditions among the 
Hindus which weaken the position of women in India. 
(d) Women are themselves responsible for their 
inferior position in the Indian society. 
(e) None of these 

34. Which of the following statements strengthens the 
idea expressed in the above passage? 
(a) Despite all legal efforts, the position of women in 
Indian society is very low. 
(b) Besides traditionally bestowed low position to 
women in India, khappanchayats and frequent fatwas 
issued by Ulemas add to the discomfiture of women. 
(c) While the north-eastern and southern parts of 
India are matrilineal, rest of the country is patrilineal. 
(d) The Hindus are more traditional than the people 
belonging to other religions. 
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(e) None of these. 
35. Statement: Every holy river in India is going to lose its 

holiness and the percentage of pollution is only 
increasing in spite of spending millions of rupees for 
its treatment by the government. 
Which of the following can be an inference of the 
above statement? 
(a) The government is not serious about cleaning 
rivers in India. 
(b) Pollution divests rivers of their holiness. 
(c) India is using polluted river water for drinking 
purposes. 
(d) India is averse to seeking overseas technical help 
for cleaning its rivers. 
(e) None of these 

Directions (36-40): Study the following information 
carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Eight players—Rocky, Roney, Rahil, Rehan, Rohan, Ravin, 
Ricky and Ranveer are sitting in three lines A1, A2 and A3. 
And they are in three different categories, either batsman 
or bowler or all-rounder. In each line at least two and at 
most three players are sitting there. And at least two 
players are in each category but not more than three. 
Roney and Rahil are in different lines but not in line A2 
and both are in same categories. Ranveer and Ricky are in 
same line and in same categories, but not all-rounders. 
Rehan and Rohan are in different lines but not in line A1 
and in different categories but not all rounder. Rocky is in 
line A2 and Rehan is not sitting in same line in which 
Rocky sitting. Both players of line A2 are bowlers. Ravin is 
all-rounder and not in line A1. From three all-rounders 
two are in line A3. Ravin and Rahil are in same line and 
there are three batsmen. 
36. Who are batsmen among these eight players? 

(a) Roney, Rehan, Ravin (b)Ricky, Rehan, Roney 
(c)Roney, Ricky, Ranveer (d)Ranveer, Ricky, Rahil 
(e) Rehan, Ranveer, Ricky 

37.  In which line Ricky and Rehan are sitting? 
(a)A2 and A3  (b)A1 and A2  
(c)A1 and A3  (d)both in A3  
(e)Can’t be determined 

38.  Which two are in same categories and in same line? 
(a)Ravin and Roney  (b)Ranveer and Rehan  
(c)Ricky and Roney  (d)Rahil and Ravin  
(e) Rohan and Rehan 

39.  In which category and line Rohan is there? 
(a) Bowler–A2 (b) Bowler–A3  
(c) Batsmen–A2 (d)Batsmen–A3  
(e) Cannot be determined 

40.  In which categories 3 players are there? 
(a) Bowlers and all-rounder  
(b) Batsmen and all-rounders  
(c) Bowlers and batsmen 
(d) Can’t be determined  
(e) none of these 

Directions (41-45): Read the following information 
carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

Ten persons are going to watch a show and they are 
sitting in two parallel rows containing five persons each. In 
row 1, J, K, L, M and N are sitting and all of them are facing 

south. In row 2, P, Q, R, S and T are sitting and all of them 
are facing north. In the given seating arrangement, each 
member seated in a row faces another member of the 
other row. Moreover, each of them have their different 
surname — Singh, Tripathi, Chauhan, Mishra, Gupta, 
Yadav, Aggrawal, Pandey, Rawat and Khanchi but not 
necessarily in the same order.   

There are only two persons sitting between the person 
whose surname is Singh, who sits at an extreme end, and 
N. P, who sits in the middle of the row, is not an immediate 
neighbour of Q, who is not the person whose surname is 
Khanchi. T is sitting at an extreme end. N, whose surname 
is Gupta, sits on the immediate right of the person whose 
surname isTripathi and faces the immediate neighhour of 
Q. K is not sitting at the extreme left end. P is not the 
person whose surname isRawat. There is only one person 
between L and M, whose surname is Singh. S, whose 
surname isYadav, is an immediate neighbour of the person 
whose surname is Khanchi and does not face the person 
whose surname is Chauhan. R, whose surname is Mishra, is 
an immediate neighbour of the person whose surname 
isRawat, who in turn faces the immediate neighbour of the 
person whose surname is Gupta. There are two persons 
between the person whose surname is Aggrawal and the 
person whose surname isChauhan. K is not whose 
surname is Aggrawal. T is not the person whose surname 
isPandey. 
41. J belongs to which of the following surname?  

a) Pandey  b) Aggrawal c) Chauhan 
d) None of these  e) Can't be determined     

42. Whose surname is Pandey?  
a) R   b) K   c) T  
d) P   e) Can't be determined  

43. ‘Singh’ is related to 'Aggrawal' in a certain way, based 
on their seating positions. Then  Khanchi  is related to 
whom, following the same seating positions?  
a) Pandey  b) Rawat c) Tripathi 
d) Yadav  e) Mishra  

44. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way 
based on their seating positions and so form a group. 
Which of the following is different from the group?  
a) Gupta   b) Aggrawal c) Khanchi 
d) Mishra   e) Yadav 

45. Which of the following statements is/are definitely 
false?  

 a) K,whose surname is Chauhan.  
b) There are two persons sitting between the person 
whose surname isYadav and the person   whose 
surname isRawat.  

c) The person whose surname isTripathi faces the person 
whose surname is Pandey.  

d) The person who is whose surname isRawat sits 
opposite the person whose surname is Singh.  

 e) All are true 
Directions (46-50):Study the given information carefully 
to answer the given questions: 

In a movie hall, there are four tables W, X, Y and Z. Ten 
members A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J are to be arranged on 
these four tables such that 3 each members on two tables 
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and 2 each members on remains two tables. There are four 
females one each table.  

C sits on X table while G and H sit on different tables 
and they belong to different genders. A and D do not sit 
together while they belong to same gender but A cannot sit 
with J. I sits only with one person but not on W.F sits only 
with male member/s, J sits on Z and she is a female. G sits 
with A but not on Y. B does not sit with J or H. B and C are 
from different genders. E sits on table W, on which only 
two members are seated.  
46. Who sits with I? 

(a) H   (b) J  (c) F 
(d) D  (e) C 

47. Who of the three members are seated on table Y? 
(a) F, H, D   (b) B, D, F (c) H, D, E 
(d) B, F, G  (e) H, F, B 

48. On which table is H seated?  
(a) W   (b) X  (c) Y 
(d) Z  (e) cannot be determined  

49. Which of the following statement is true?  
(a) I sit on table X  (b) A sits with F    
(c) F sits on table W (d) H sits on table Y  
(e) There are three members on table X 

50. Who are sitting with C? 
(a) B, D   (b) H, A  (c) G, A  
(d) F, H  (e) B, H 

 


